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A B S T R A C T
In this paper, we describe a method for automatic detection and manual localization of
four compositional translation errors and shifts between automatically aligned segments
in source and target languages. The automatic detection of errors and shifts is based on
a content word precision algorithm which measures the equality of information content
between source and target segments. The manual localization of errors and shifts within
the segments is based on the compositionality principle. The method allows for the
detection and localization of two potential errors; omission and addition, as well as two
translation shifts required to avoid a translation error such as over-translation (when
a correct translation results in more content words than in the source segment) and
under-translation (when a correct translation results in less content words than in the
source segment). Because of manual localization within bilingual pairs of segments, the
method is not intended for automatic error detection but for human-assisted revision of
translations. The analysis, described with the method and the algorithm is applied to
real translation examples culled from a state-of-the-art translation corpus sampled for
various translation errors. The algorithm and the localization method have implications
for the development of more content-oriented natural language processing as well as for
the training of professional translators; they can also be useful for formal and systematic
description of content-based translation errors.
c⃝ 2015 Qassim University. Production and Hosting by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).l1. Introduction
In translation teaching and research and even more so in
professional practice, there is no agreed universal model of
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license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).human translation quality assessment for the translation of
pragmatic (non-literary) texts. Most of the time, assessment
processes, methods and criteria are limited to two broad ap-
proaches (holistic or analytic) and to general considerations
sevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
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target audience. In the analytic approach, a proposed typol-
ogy of errors conceived for professionals [1] or for translation
teachers [2] focuses on the definition of general types of errors
without any procedure for the systematic detection of such
errors. More recently, based on the assessment of candidates
translations produced at the American Translators Associa-
tion’s entry examination, Koby et al. [3] point out, as previ-
ously cited authors have, that there are serious discrepancies
in the detection and grading of translation errors. With re-
gard to the didactics of translation, and the use of standard
terminology in translation, it is worth citing the Transla-
tion Terminology publication by Delisle et al. [4] which pro-
poses definitions of themost common translation error types,
including content-based translation errors. To the best of
our knowledge, there exists no description of a systematic
method to detect content-based errors in real translation oc-
currences. Most often, the examples provided are conceptu-
ally useful but there is no method or any basic procedure to
look for and detect such errors.
This article proposes a step-by-step method for the
detection of content-based translation errors and shifts that
can be used generally and more specifically in teaching and
learning situations. This method will also be of interest to
linguists in natural language processing.
Although systematic, the method will not allow for the
detection of all translation errors such as target language
text editing and typographical errors, calques, interferences,
misinterpretations, nonsense and the like,1 some of which
involve content transformation or change. This article
also provides an algorithm for automatic detection and
manual localization of specific translation errors and shifts.
Translation shift implies mandatory addition or omission
of content material due to conventional usage of target
language constructions. Therefore, as in the case of errors,
the method suggested here does not allow for the detection
and localization of all translation shifts.
The method and algorithm are significant because they
are operational in many European languages and closely
related to the universal compositionality principle thatmakes
communication possible.
2. Background
Translation error detection is a very common specialized
task which professional translators are required to perform
with regard to their own translations and also in assessing
the quality of translations produced by others. In natural
language processing, translation error detection has been ori-
ented mainly towards machine translation quality assess-
ment. Subsequent to the work of Papineni et al. [6], the
development of automatic machine translation output as-
sessment has led to interesting metrics of comparison be-
tween two target segments linked to the same source seg-
ment (each target and source segments form a bilingual
1 For a critical presentation ofmodern theories and descriptions
of translation errors, see Tolosa Igualada [5, 17–76].pair of aligned segments). Papineni’s approach seeks to mea-
sure the closeness of an automatic target translation out-
put against one “reference” translation of the same source
segment reviewed or produced by a professional or human
translator. This type of metric involves the comparison of
two target segments of the same source segment: one from
the machine translation system and a second from a human
source. In this comparison of two different translations, hu-
man translation is presumed to be of better quality than ma-
chine translation, thus providing a benchmark for assessing
the quality of machine translation output.
From a human translation perspective, this approach does
not contribute to the processing of translation and to the
reviewing of translated texts per se (one source segment
associated with one target segment). It would therefore be
valuable to find metrics to facilitate the specialized task of
translation error detection and assessment involving just
one translated segment. Our approach in this article is to
develop a method of error detection for a single target text
(machine or human-based) associated with a source text.
These metrics could then be applied to any bilingual text,
correctly segmented and aligned with translation memory
software or automatic alignment software commercially
available such as Logiterm (an html file coded with the tmx
standard or similar format). This is precisely the starting
point or the input of the algorithm we present.
Another metric which was considered but not selected
for the basic algorithm is the human translation error rate
(HTER) suggested by Snover et al. [7]. This approach is based
on the number of steps or the amount of work required to
model a translation according to another (human or better)
translation. It relies on two translated segments, one used
a reference, a model to attain, and a second one which is
compared and reviewed with the reference translation. The
HTER requires two translations for each source segment,
which is very labor-intensive and not representative of
human and professional translation practices.
In machine translation and in computer-assisted transla-
tion tools, the unit of processing texts are the token words,
simply defined as every character strings between two white
spaces or a white space and a punctuation mark. But word
classes are not equal as regards the information content of
an expression.
3. Classes of words
The classification of words in our algorithm starts with the
process of tokenizing each segment of the aligned pair of
segments from the corpus, a process which is well known
and used in natural language processing. For our purpose,
tokenizing is done simply by associating each contiguous
string of alphanumeric characters as tokens, separated by a
whitespace character or a punctuation character. For English
and French, and for most languages that use the Latin
alphabet, we assume that tokenization is reliable enough to
make the algorithm robust. But this robustness has still to be
field-tested. This first definition of tokens is the starting point
of the content word precision algorithm. It could be improved
in other works when the algorithm is extensively tested.
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practical definition of content words. Those are the residual
subgroup of token words from which all the function words
have been removed. Content words are defined as a subclass
of word tokens or word forms [8]. The algorithm uses a finite
list of function words, defined as a positive subgroup of token
words which are commonly available as a stopword list in
natural language processing.
Content words are also defined in semantics as words
carrying semantic content independently of their use within
a particular sentence. They differ from function words in that
they do not carry specific and stablemeanings. It makes sense
in translation and in the transfer of meaning to give them
more importance than function words; so the content words
are those that our algorithm compiles in order to measure the
accuracy of a target segment with regard to the “quantity of
meaning” that is present in the source segment.
Another important property of content words, as ex-
plained by Polguère [9, 81–84], and echoed in the definition
of Wordnet 3.1 [14], is that they all represent open classes
of words as opposed to closed classes of words which de-
fine function words. Contrary to function words, which can
be easily listed, content words are numerous and vary to a
considerable extent from one geolinguistic group to the other
(American English content word class is not exactly the same
as the British English content word class). New content words
are also created daily, and their extinction is rarely definitive.
Slang and professional jargon usages introduce also consider-
able variations in the open-class set of content words.
Instead of using a positive definition of content words
and having to suggest peculiar properties of an open class
of words, we suggest using a negative definition of content
words based on the closed-class property of function words.
A negative definition of content words in a text would then be
the result of all the token words left after removal of specific
function words which can be provided as a list of stopwords.
As suggested by Ganesan [13], we suggest for the algorithm
the use of the minimal stopword list that contains most
frequently-used determiners, coordinating conjunctions and
prepositions of English. The same list would need to be
created for French. The important consequence of this step
in the algorithm is that if the function words are all taken
out of the token word lists in the source and target segments,
then the only class of words left will be the content words. It
is assumed that content words are the lexical building blocks
of meaning units, as used in the content word precision
algorithm.
Four grammatical categories of words are associated
with content words in English and in French: verbs,
nouns, adjectives and adverbs. About five and maybe more
grammatical categories of words are function words. These
are the modal verbs, pronouns, determiners, conjunctions
and prepositions. Those properties are given for information
purposes as the algorithm does not need the grammatical
classification of content words to operate.
4. Content word precision algorithm
The application of the content word algorithm implies some
assumptions. The first assumption is that the alignmentFig. 1 – Pseudo code, content word precision algorithm.
of the pair of bilingual segments is done automatically, as
described above, with alignment software available on the
market. Regarding the alignment of meaning units inside the
segments, this operation is done manually for the correct
localization of the translation error or the translation shift
within the target segment. The second assumption concerns
the treatment of idioms which we will not discuss here. It
is obvious that these expressions will impact the precision
ratio of the algorithm so that they will appear as false
positives in the algorithm i.e. they will falsely create word
content discrepancies between source and target segments.
Before trying to resolve this legitimate problem, we think it is
preferable methodologically to test the algorithm in general
(so as to know the ratio of these false positives and if there is a
difference whether idioms are located in the source segment
only, in target segment only or in both segments).
The input file of the algorithm is a bitext document using
html coding that simply associates each source segment with
a separate target segment. It is very easy to use different file
formats for the algorithm. The bitext file is processed with an
html to text conversion module that create a text file with a
pair of segments for the whole text. It is possible afterwards
to create two text files, one for source segments and the other
for target segments.
The content word precision algorithm analyses each
segments and calculates the number of content words in each
segment. In order to do that, the algorithm uses a stoplist file
in English and another one in French to eliminate from the
segments analyzed the function words defined as stopwords.
The resulting quantity of tokens in each segments is therefore
considered as the quantity of content words, N1 in English
and N2 in French. After this step, the algorithm compares the
numerical value of N1 and N2 and print out these situations
as shown in Fig. 1.
The algorithm shows a symmetry in the comparison of
bilingual pairs of segments. For the same difference between
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are two different translation results: one is a translation error
which gives an incorrect translation and the other one is a
translation shift which gives a correct translation. In the case
where there are more content words in the source segment
than in the target segment, the algorithm detects either an
omission or the correction of an over-translation that would
have been produced if the target segment had the same
quantity of content words. In the other case where there are
fewer content words in the source segment than in the target
segment, the algorithm detects either an addition or the
legitimate correction of an under-translation that would have
been produced if the target segment had the same quantity
of content words.
To the best of our knowledge, the algorithm highlights
a distinctive feature of translation techniques which have
never been shown formally. The same translation techniques
applied to different segments with the same number of
content words can produce a translation error or a legitimate
translation shift in the target language.
5. Compositionality principle
In linguistics and especially in semantic studies, this principle
states that the meaning of an expression is determined by
or calculated with the meaning of its parts (either words,
phrases, or more rarely, dependent or subordinate clauses)
and the way they are put together. The principle recognizes
two formal elements of meaning—the existence of meaning
elements (lexicalized units or words and meaning units or
group of words) and the existence of a meaning structure
which establish relationships between elements.
Pagin and Westerståhl [10] have shown with their formal
framework definition of the principle that even if there
are arguments against compositionality (and there will
always be), its benefits seem to be dominant: the principle
provides an explanation for the learnability of language, the
understanding of new sentences, the theoretical possibility
of infinite language productions, among others, as well
as the intersubjective agreement of speakers of the same
language on the similarity of meaning of new sentences. This
last advantage of the compositionality principle is crucial
to translation since it makes possible meaning recognition
and communication that is the rewording of a fixed, stable
meaning (the variation of which does not preclude its
identification or recognition). Since this principle makes
translation possible through the similarity of meaning we
suggest it is also involved in the detection and localization
of content-based translation errors.
There is no question that the organization of meaning
elements (“the way they are put together”) contributes
to the meaning of the whole in the compositionality
principle. However, it is not clear how the ordering and
the positional meanings (that are logically derived from the
structural meaning) interacts or interferes with the stable
and individual meanings of the elements. This is not to say
that structural meaning is not stable because we know that
it is also very conventional and stable in itself, like numerous
grammar and syntactic studies have clearly shown. What isdifficult to represent and to measure is the degree with which
stable word or lexical meaning combine with the structural
meaning.
Our assumption with the content word algorithm is that
the most common and easy way to detect translation errors
is first at the level of lexical or word meanings. And before
any analysis of lexical meaning is required, there is a simple
way to verify the replication of information content in the
quantity of content words present in both segments. This
is simply a methodological assumption that allows us to
suggest the content word algorithm for the detection of two
groups of content-based error and translation shifts.
As explained earlier, the content word algorithm uses
the aligned bilingual segments provided by any automatic
alignment software available on the market. Once a content
word error has been detected, there is still the need to localize
the error within the bilingual segments involved. In this
human-based process involving compositionality principle,
the basic unit processed can be defined as meaning units,
a salient concept in translation that is very difficult for
now to define formally. The localization method permits the
identification of the meaning units in the bilingual segments
where the translation error or the shift is located. This
operation cannot be done automatically for now, and we are
not aware of an algorithm to do so.
Although the algorithm and method presume that the
translation provided in the bilingual segments was done
by professional translators, there is no prior knowledge or
competency required for the application of the algorithm
and the method, which is very useful tool for students
in translation and users of translations. The content word
precision algorithm is therefore not a translation algorithm,
which would provide the rules for the association of source
and target segments. The algorithm is simply a tool that can
indicate to the translator potential errors and shifts in the
translation of a text that can be verified more attentively.
In the next sections, we will show how the algorithm can
be applied to detect translation errors and shifts in bilingual
texts.
6. Corpus definition
In order to show how the detection algorithm and the
localization method of content-based translation errors and
shifts both work, we use a corpus of errors in the French
translation of the first volume of the Harry Potter series.
The corpus of errors is published by an anonymous fan
on a Web site called “Le repaire de Harry Potter” [11]. The
Web site lists the English source text, the published French
version, and, where appropriate, a corrected translation from
the fan. All the errors described with our algorithm and
method are available online at the following address: http://
www.h-potter.com/pensine/erreurs-de-traduction-tome-1. It
is important to point out that our corpus of errors has been
compiled by a fan of the series and not by a professional
translator.
As we will see, this explains various errors in the analysis
of errors that are also encountered in language production:
wrong categorization of errors, wrong correction of errors,
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translation) and false negatives (correct translation presented
as error). Our algorithm and method make it possible to
discuss and to explain to the general public, and from a
professional point of view, some misconceptions of what a
translation error is
The selected corpus is useful because it provides an
independent error analysis to test with our detection
algorithm and localization method. The segments analyzed
are extracts from a literary text and are therefore not
prototypical of pragmatic (non-literary) texts. Still, this corpus
of errors is very interesting for our work because it clearly
demonstrates that our analysis applies to real translation
segments, and not to contrived examples. Although our
corpus is literary in nature, the segments and translation
errors identified are real and not purposely created for the
application of our algorithm and method. Since the content-
word algorithm and localization method are language-
independent, it can reasonably be assumed that it applies to
any translated text, as well as to literary texts.
All of the examples provided below except for the example
in Fig. 3 are taken from the corpus. Most of the results in
the detection and localization of errors in this corpus have
been tested and confirmed with approximately 250 students
in translation methodology courses (TRA1094) given in 2012
and 2013 at Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières through
an online questionnaire with multiple choice questions. That
validation serves to strengthen the analysis of the translation
errors and shifts.
This translation error corpus was selected because
statistically it contains a greater number and variety of
errors than other bilingual (professional) translation corpuses
available. The rate and variety of errors in this case is very
low, precisely because this material has been, by definition,
proofread and bilingually revised. The next step for field-
testing the algorithm will be to analyze large bilingual texts
and measure some ratios of efficiency of the algorithm
and compare it to other statistical measures. An interesting
corpus for that purpose would be the corpus suggested by
Wisniewski et al. [12].
One last note of caution is that not all translation errors
and especially not even all content-based translation errors
present in the corpus can be described with our content word
algorithm and translation error and shift localizationmethod.
7. Application of the algorithm
In the examples provided the number of tokens is indicated
in parenthesis in the first column, and the number of each
subclass of token words (content or function) is indicated
in the two other columns. Because the localization of the
translation error or shift within the segments remains
a manual process, the tables will show the organization
of intra-segmental meaning blocks through meaning units
which can be a unique word, a phrase or a clause.
The example provided in Fig. 2, adapted from Papineni
et al. [6], provides an application of the content-word
precision algorithm for the source segment 1s and the target
segments 2t. Since there are no content-based translationFig. 2 – N1 = N2 situation.
error or shift in this example, there is no discrepancy in
the content word count which amounts to three for both
segments. This situation represents the first condition of the
algorithm (that is N1 = N2).
Once all the token words have been filtered with the
function word list and that the remaining content words
have been counted for each segment, the algorithm check
for the equality or the discrepancy of content words in each
segments. If there is an equality, there is no content-based
error or shift in the segment analyzed.
If there is a discrepancy, the next step is to localize the
error with the association of each meaning unit in source
segment with a meaning unit in the target segment. This
process is now done manually by a human translator or
reviewer. If this process could be done automatically, it would
be feasible to apply the content word algorithm to meaning
units instead of the whole segment. This could be a very
promising application of the algorithm in translation quality
assessment.
8. N1 > N2 bilingual segments
These situations happen when there is more content words
in the source segment than the target segment. Two very
different results are described with the algorithm: first, an
incorrect translation which need to be reviewed and second,
a translation shift which do not need to be reviewed. The first
situation applies to translation errors such as omissions and
the second situation applies to the shift inherent to target
language due to the ill-formedness that would have resulted if
the construction or content words would have been replicated
in the target language. The translation that is avoided is called
an under-translation. The formal count of content words in
each cases is the same, but the result of the translation is
either incorrect or correct.
The following example shows the application of the
algorithm and the localization method for these situations.
The numbers in brackets refer respectively to the chapter
and page numbers of the first volume of the Harry Potter
series. We have reproduced the essential elements of the
contexts, with the same meaning boundaries in source and
target segments.
In this situation, we have respectively 17 and 16 tokens
in source and target segments, 6 and 7 function words and
11 and 9 content words. As shown, the auxiliary verbs “was”
and “avait” are considered function words, a decision which
is justified by their light content in terms of meaning. The
decision to treat the verb “se servir” as two content words is
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motivated with its literal equivalence of “helping himself” in
the source segment.
What can be said about this example is that the quantity
of word tokens in 4s and 5t appears to be less informative
than the quantity of content words in both segments. The
proportion of missing elements is higher for the content word
count (2/11) than for the token word count (1/17). The bigger
the difference, the stronger the algorithm indicates there is a
translation error or shift in the target segment.
Next to the content word count, the specific error or shift
within the segment need to be localizedmore precisely within
the grammatical structures of both segments. For that, we
suggest a manual alignment of meaning units inside the
segments. The concept of meaning units is used here to
describe the general procedure consisting of the association
of each meaningful word in the source segment with one or
many meaningful words in the target segment to ensure that
every meaningful word in each segment is associated with
another meaningful word in the other segment.
Fig. 4 shows how the meaning unit procedure can be
applied to the previous bilingual segment. This method can
be described as the infra-segmental alignment of bilingual
meaning units. In case of a translation error or shift, there
will be a meaningful word not associated with another
meaningful word in the other segment. This situation is
illustrated by the Ø symbol. Fig. 4 shows the association of
content words only but in reality the whole meaning unit
(content and function words is taken into account).
In the example, we have eight meaning units, seven that
are correct (same content in both source and target segment)
and one that is isolated (one content is missing in the
target segment). The meaning unit number 3 shows a specific
standard association regarding English–French translations
where an adverb is sometimes better translated by a modal
auxiliary in French.
With the above analysis, and taking into account the
compositional uses and meaning of the units or phrases in
the segment, we can now illustrate the missing meaning unit
(the translation of “to a jacket potato”) that was detectedFig. 4 – Omission localization.
Fig. 5 – Translation shift in the corpus.
by the comparison of content words. The corrected target
segment for 4t would then be, with the correct added
meaning unit: Harry avait commencé à se servir de pommes
de terre au four, lorsque le professeur Quirrell entra dans
la salle en courant. This correction is the same as the one
suggested in the error corpus.
The following example illustrates a N1 > N2 situation
that shows a translation shift that cannot be considered
a translation error. What is interesting is that the content
word precision algorithm highlights a discrepancy of content
words (N1 ≠ N2) even though the translation is correct.
In cases where the resulting translation is incorrect, those
situations are defined as under-translation errors. We can
call these content word discrepancies translation shifts. This
means that the target language norms of usage makes it
possible to express the same thing with a different number of
content words. By definition, this situation is purely language
dependent. The important thing is that the algorithm allows
for detection of these situations, which is not possible with a
simple token count comparison (see Fig. 5).
The source segment contains 7 tokens because of the
special tokenization rule for negative contractions in English
(the phrase was not contains in fact two tokens; “was” and
“n’t”).
The comparison of token ratio gives here a bigger
discrepancy. Perhaps for those the token word discrepancy
is more significant. There it would be useful to measure the
effectiveness of both measures for a large corpus. May be this
has to do with smaller segments.
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algorithm detect an addition error.
9. N1 < N2 bilingual segments
Contrary to the other situation, the algorithm shows here that
there are fewer content words in the source segment than in
the target segment. Again, two different results are described
with the algorithm: first, an incorrect translation which needs
to be reviewed and second, a translation shift which does not
need to be reviewed. The first situation applies to translation
errors such as additions and the second situation applies
to the shift inherent in the target language due to the ill-
formedness that would have resulted if the construction or
content words had been replicated in the target language. The
translation that is avoided is called an over-translation. The
formal count of content words in each case is the same, but
the result of the translation is either incorrect or correct.
Since the corpus we used is based on a well-known novel
translated as part of a highly commercial undertaking, it is
very unlikely to provide an example of pure addition because
this would be considered as an unacceptable error of the
commercial translation product: the material of a published
book such as Harry Potter could be translated only with the
exact and same content of the original. It is certainly possible
to describe an addition of a content word and to localize it
with our algorithm. The corpus we used is simply not at all
representative of this type of translation error occurrence.
As an example of addition, we can use the construction
of the omission we described above and reverse the scenario
in target and source segments. This would give the following
bilingual segment: Harry was just helping himself when
Professor Quirrell came sprinting into the Hall = Harry avait
commencé à se servir de pommes de terre au four, lorsque le
professeur Quirrell entra dans la salle en courant. As we can
see, with the deletion of the section “to a jacket potato” and
the addition of the equivalent section in French “de pommes
de terre au four”, we can describe an example of addition that
would have been detected with the algorithm.
If there was no addition at all in the corpus, we found
several examples of the translation shifts that fit the N1 < N2
bilingual segments condition.
The following example illustrates the application of the
algorithm to a translation shift of a N1 < N2 nature. The
numbers in brackets refer respectively to the chapter and
page numbers of the first volume of the Harry Potter series.
Below are the essential contextual elements of the segments,
with the same boundaries in both languages (see Fig. 6).
This example shows some peculiarities of tokenizing
with the required separation of you and ’ll. Contrary to the
negation contraction we have seen, this second part of the
contraction should be considered a function word. Because
of this contraction, the token word count can be 18 or 19,
depending on the fact that the contraction counts for one or
two tokens. Because one of the two elements is a function
word, the different status of each token word will not change
the number of content words.
As we have seen for French, the particle ne in the negation
is considered a function word and the adverbial part of theFig. 6 – Translation shift in the corpus.
negation is considered a content word. The words chosen as
function words are defined at the beginning of the algorithm.
In this example, the content word count is lower (10)
in the source segment than the content word count (12) in
the target segment. The difference is due to two translation
shifts that can be explained by the use in French of two
un-parallel constructions in the last clause of the segment.
The first shift is centered on the translation of “to be out”
which is a construction that does not exist literally in French.
In French, the translation of this required a translation
technique which is called the “contraire négativé” (“negated
antonym”). Instead of referring to the threat to quit Hogwarts,
the translator in French makes the same threat by saying
those will not stay long (the verb to stay is negated). The
back translation in English of the last part of the segment in
French could be: “or you will not stay at Hogwarts for long”.
In fact, if one compares the translation in French (“vous ne
resterez pas longtemps à Poudlard”) and its back translation
in English, we find that both have the same content word
count, that is 5 content words (vous, resterez, pas, longtemps,
Poudlart compared with you, n’t, stay, long, Hogwarts). There
is a second translation shift created by the equivalence of
the segment “before you can say Quidditch” and the French
clause “je vous garantis que” which can be back translated
as “I can ensure you that”. Again in this shift, the back-
translation in English has the same content word count in
English than it is equivalent in French (3).
We found a second example of translation shift that is
inherent to target language and that shows a very different
construction in the target language (see Fig. 7).
Here again, the word count is lower in the source segment
than in the target segment. A back-translation of the French
shift would also use the same number of content words (3)
as the French translation (“the face perfectly calm”). What
these examples show is that the translator decided that the
literal translation of these expressions produced ill-formed or
non-fluent expressions in French, in the exact same way that
its back-translation in English probably produces an awkward
expression. More than just the errors, the algorithm is useful
to pinpoint or detect those translation shifts that are due
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not to free choices of expression by the translator but to
conventions of usage in the target language.
10. Discussion
To a great extent, the algorithm depends on the correct
tokenization of segments, it also depends on the classification
of words and the occurrences of words deemed function
words, since, in the algorithm, content words are defined
as an open class of words not defined in extension. Some
issues with tokenization are linked to the classification of
word tokens in content word or function word classes.
As we have seen, this problem is not as significant with
regard to contractions since one of the elements or both
are function words, and there is always only one content
word, so that there is no impact on the content word count
for the segments, as is the case with elided articles, the
elided preposition in French (d’), the elided possessive (‘s) or
negative contractions (‘t).
In certain cases, the classification of tokens or word-forms
in a segment among the content words or the functions words
may require basic syntactic and compositional analysis. This
issue has not been dealt with in this paper. For instance, some
categories like pronouns can be considered content words
(when used as a subject or an object, strong form) or function
words (when used as a possessive, weak form) as in the case
of some verbs that can be either function words (auxiliaries)
or content words (finite verbs). The solution we implemented
in the algorithm is to consider all instances of those auxiliary
and finite verbs to be function words in both languages. This
solution is not entirely satisfying since it eliminated all the
occurrences and did not classify them between content words
and function words.
Finally, the algorithm of detection of word counts does not
take into account one important feature in the lexicalization
of certain words, that is the composition of complex words
referred to either as compound words or as idiomatic expres-
sions or idioms. This problem makes it difficult to apply the
content word algorithm to languages such as German where
compound words are commonly created and are not neces-
sarily lexicalized (defined as stable and words in the lexicon).
However, the localization method of the translation error or
shift makes it possible to manually identify the compound
words and idiomatic expression and associate themwith con-
tent words in the target segment. Another way to resolve theproblem as regards compounds would be to make the dis-
tinction between rule-based composition of words and non-
rule-based composition of words (lexicalized compounds that
cannot be generated with the morphologic rules). This issue
could be dealt with in the tokenization rules where somemor-
phological regularities could motivate the separation of some
complex tokens in German.
The problem of the identification and recognition
of compound words and idiomatic expressions in text
productions is not new in natural language processing,
and to the best of our knowledge, no solution has been
found to automatically detect those special lexicalized words
and complex expressions. This is a recurrent problem. The
algorithm we present might be of interest in this application
since the existence of compound words and idiomatic
expressions could be correlated with the difference of content
words present in source and target segments. In this regard,
our algorithm can be of use in the detection of those specific
word formations and expression creation. This could be an
indirect but interesting application of the algorithm.
11. Conclusion
The content word detection algorithm and localization of
errors and shifts method we propose makes a contribution to
the quality assessment standard of translation by offering a
step-by-step method of translation error and shift detection.
The algorithm offers an operational approach to errors and
shifts that were previously defined as concepts in translation
studies. The algorithm of detection based on the quantity of
content words present in both source and target segments
offers also a first criteria of comparison between the two
segments without resorting to a third reference segment
assumed to be a better-quality translation, as is the case in
most automatic methods of machine translation evaluation
metrics.
The method we used shows that there is no formal
difference between a translation error and a translation shift,
except of course for the fluency of the translated results in
target language. The algorithm and the manual localization
of both translation errors and shifts demonstrates that
despite the same translation technique the result will depend
on target language usage peculiarities. In pragmatic (non-
literary) texts, the main translation technique can be defined
as the replication of the same content or information in
the target segment. The same number of content words in
the source and target segments can even be considered an
important principle of translation equivalence (especially in
pragmatic, non-literary texts). For example, this is this same
technique that is generally used for back translation tests for
which the equality of content is paramount. As we have seen,
the description of the shifts taking place where N1 ≠ N2 can
be explained by the use of back translation that aims at re-
establishing the N1 = N2 equivalence situation.
The algorithm illustrates the importance of the equality
principle in translation and shows that the success of
a translation depends on target language conventions of
usage. The algorithm also shows that in the comparison of
information content in both source and target segments, the
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convey the same content, as the examples of translation
shifts show.
The automatic detection of translation errors and shifts
can be useful in the training of translators as well as in the
assessment of translation quality. The method we present
can be described as a semi-automatic procedure since it
relies on an automatic algorithm and a manual localization
of errors or shifts. The localization of errors or shifts is
still manual but the principle of meaning unit alignment
could be implemented in the context of more advanced
grammatical analysis which could show where the addition
or the omission is in relation to the rest of the segment
structure which is otherwise comparable.
The distinction between the closed class of function words
and the open class of content words in the whole set of token
words opens up possible automatic treatment in the detec-
tion of content-based errors or discrepancies in source and
target segments of parallel texts. The efficiency of this anal-
ysis has still to be tested on large texts. For now, this mea-
sure of translation accuracy with the content word precision
algorithm seems to be helpful for human users such as trans-
lation trainers, students and to some extent, professional
translators, and perhaps to a lesser extent, the general public
interested in basic assessment of translation quality.
An interesting development of the algorithm and the
method is their application in the curriculum of translator
training for better learning with real translation occurrences
in an instrumental and activity oriented strategy.
As we referred to in the Introduction section, we hope
this work will contribute to the development of more
operational and systematic knowledge in translation training
and assessment such that it would contribute to filling the
gap between academic and professional translation studies as
well as between natural language processing and translation
studies.
A further step in the application of the algorithm and the
method will be to implement a program to automatically
analyze bilingual translated texts. This will help to clarify
and resolve issues of tokenization and classification of tokens
into content words and function words, as well as the
lexicalization of compound words and idiomatic expressions.
From a translation perspective, the implementation of the
algorithmwill make it possible to statistically compile data on
translation errors and translation shifts. It is hoped that this
kind of approach will also shed light on the numerous but
finite number of translation shifts at the core of translation
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